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INTRODUCTION
Jureance is a non-custodial storage and trading protocol built on Binance
Smart Chain. The protocol enables network participants to effortlessly
store and trade their documents and digital assets by modifying them
into Extensible Non-Fungible Cryptographic Tokens called “INDENTURES",

ABOUT JUREANCE
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) has grown substantially in the last few years.
As most of the NFT's activities are centred on artworks and gaming
features, no attention is being given to the storage of documents and
digital assets (which is also a very important innovation of NFT) .
Jureance aims to alleviate this problems by providing a storage and
trading protocol for documents and digital assets on a highly scalable
and decentralized platform. With focus on approachability, ease of use
and low fees.
Jureance will democratize access to WEB3 and its products by providing a
Permissionless

Decentralized

Application

(DApp)

where

network

participants can:
1) Store documents and digital assets on multiple Blockchains by
modifying them into Extensible Non-Fungible Cryptographic Tokens
called “INDENTURES”
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2) Trade indentures with ease and low fees on the decentralized
application
3) Message other network participants across the decentralized
application
4) Bring forth, and then vote on, proposals that would affect key
parameters such as security and development of the protocol.
5) Stake their tokens

to contribute to security and efficiency of the

protocol and they will be rewarded with an Annual Percentage Yield (APY)
of 20%

FEATURES OF JUREANCE DECENTRALIZED APPLICATION
 Documenting Board
 Marketplace Board
 Governance Board
 Community Board
 Staking Board

Documenting Board
This feature will enable network participants to store their documents
and digital assets on multiple blockchains by modifying them into
Extensible Non-Fungible Cryptographic Tokens (INDENTURES).

Marketplace Board
The marketplace feature will enable Jureance Network Participants to
trade indentures effortlessly using Jureance Native Utility Token (JURE).
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The Jureance marketplace layout will focus on decentralization,
approachability, ease of use and low fees.

Governance Board
Jureance protocol will be centered on decentralization and will be
governed by a Decentralized

Autonomous Organization (DAO)

containing Jureance Token holders. Hence, Jureance decentralized
application will have a Governance Board where network participants
can bring forth, then vote on parameters that would steer the direction
of the protocol.
Key Parameters That Could Be Voted On By Jureance Token Holders
Include :
 Improvement to the protocol such as changes to governance
processes and smart contracts
 Revenue Model of Jureance protocol
 Rating of indentures for sale that meet the requirements of the
protocol

Community Board
This feature provides democratized access to other network participants
across Jureance Protocol by providing a permissionless messaging
feature on the Decentralized application.

Staking Board
This feature will enable “ALL” Jureance Token Holders to stake their
tokens and get rewarded with an Annual Percentage Yield (APY) of 20%.
Anti-whale measures will be implemented to ensure a fair distribution
of the rewards. This means you will not be able to stake more than
70,000 tokens
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VISION OF JUREANCE DECENTRALIZED APPILICATION

JUREANCE UTILITY TOKEN
The JUREANCE token (JURE) is a native asset on Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
JURE will be used as remittance among network participants on Jureance
and it will also oversee the entire ecosystem including future iterations of
the protocol.
The protocol would fully be a Decentralized Autonomous Organization
(DAO). As part of the DAO, holders of JURE will be able to initiate proposals
and vote on issues that would enhance the improvement of the protocol.
Jureance Token Holders will also be able to stake their tokens

on the

staking board to contribute to the security and efficiency of the protocol
and they will be rewarded with an Annual Percentage Yield (APY) of 20%. A
total supply of 100,000,000 JURE would be distributed accordingly, as the
aim of the token distribution is to ensure healthy engagement of the
protocol.
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DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
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JUREANCE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

FOUNDERS
Anthony is a true code enthusiast and cyber
security professional. He has worked with
few crypto projects and is now educating
coders more on Bash, C+ , python and
JavaScript

ANTHONY NNANNA
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Chinedum is a long-term experienced
crypto trader. He founded a big African
Crypto Hub and he has also helped
scale

multiple

crypto

projects

and

communities with business development
and marketing
CHINEDUM OKONKWO

PARTNERS
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MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT
Jureance Founding Team aims at creating a world-class decentralized
application with a great ease of use. To achieve this, our initial release
would be in at least twenty-five international languages.
Jureance Multilingual Support can be voted upon by the DAO. So, many
other languages will be added overtime.
RISKS
Strength Of Architectural Technology:
Some decentralized applications are poorly engineered by capable
developers because they tend to use the simplest approach to get the
system up and running. This might mitigate cost at the beginning but as
traffic grows, the system would not be able to handle the increasing load.
The groundwork of Jureance is engineered with speed, scalability,
efficiency, privacy and security as a prime concern.
Smart Contract Risks:
Jureance Protocol will be interacting with a lot of smart contracts, all of
which imposes risks.
To that effect, Jureance will be continuously pursue security audits for the
protocol to spot risks and eliminate them completely.
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